Collective animal decisions: preference conflict and decision accuracy
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Social animals frequently share decisions that involve uncertainty and conflict. It has been suggested that conflict can enhance decision accuracy. In order to judge the practical relevance of such a suggestion, it is necessary to explore how general such findings are. Using a model, I examine whether conflicts between animals in a group with respect to preferences for avoiding false positives versus avoiding false negatives could, in principle, enhance the accuracy of collective decisions. I found that decision accuracy nearly always peaked when there was maximum conflict in groups in which individuals had different preferences. However, groups with no preferences were usually even more accurate. Furthermore, a relatively slight skew towards more animals with a preference for avoiding false negatives decreased the rate of expected false negatives versus false positives considerably (and vice versa), while resulting in only a small loss of decision accuracy. I conclude that in ecological situations in which decision accuracy is crucial for fitness and survival, animals cannot ‘afford’ preferences with respect to avoiding false positives versus false negatives. When decision accuracy is less crucial, animals might have such preferences. A slight skew in the number of animals with different preferences will result in the group avoiding that type of error more than the majority of group members prefers to avoid. The model also indicated that knowing the average success rate (‘base rate’) of a decision option can be very misleading, and that animals should ignore such base rates unless further information is available.

1. Introduction

Social animals frequently need to make collective decisions that are vital to the survival and fitness of individual group members [1]. Such decisions often involve uncertainty [2–12] and conflict [13–29]. By sharing decision-making through majority vote, several decision-makers can pool personal information and eliminate individual errors, often resulting in very accurate decision outcomes (termed ‘swarm intelligence’; [2–4,10,12,30–33]).

Recently, it has been suggested that conflicting interests among decision-makers might enhance the advantages of decision sharing by further increasing decision accuracy [30,34]. If such benefits of including factions with vested interests among decision-makers are general, they could also be relevant to humans and, thereby, have valuable practical implications [22,24,32,34]. However, in order to judge their practical relevance, it is first necessary to explore how general such findings are. Therefore, I am interested whether accuracy benefits can be observed in situations with a very common form of preference conflict, namely that between a preference for avoiding false positives versus a preference for avoiding false negatives [2,35,36].

Imagine a group of foraging animals deciding whether to travel to a particular food patch, but the animals are unsure whether the patch is productive and food is available. If the patch was productive, it would be of advantage to all group members to travel to the patch in order to forage (correct positive), whereas if the patch was not productive, it would be of advantage to all group members not to travel to it (correct negative). However, if the patch was productive and the group were to decide not to travel to it (false negative), then some animals (individuals with relatively low energy reserves) would pay a higher cost than other animals in forgoing the available foraging opportunity.
On the other hand, if the patch was not productive but the group would erroneously travel to it (false positive), some animals (e.g. smaller animals) might pay a higher cost than other animals through the unnecessary, unrewarding and dangerous travel [23,31,37].

In such situations, the trade-off for an individual animal between avoiding false negative versus avoiding false positive decisions usually depends on the individual’s energy reserves, its vulnerability to predation, dominance status and other physiological variables that are likely to differ between individuals [17,19,20,23]. Therefore, it can be in the interest of some group members to more strongly avoid false negatives, while it is in the interest of other group members to more strongly avoid false positives. As a consequence, there often is a conflict of interest between group members, even in decisions when the actual goals (e.g. finding a productive patch, avoiding an unproductive patch) are the same [36]. Relevant decision scenarios are common: e.g. collective decisions concerning the detection of (i) predators [12,17,19,35]; (ii) food patches [15,17,19]; (iii) suitable nest sites [21,29]; (iv) homing and migration routes [31,37], and in humans in a wide range of medical and jurisdictive decision-making, evaluations and assessments [2,36,38,39].

In the following, I examine whether conflicts between individuals in a group with respect to preferences for avoiding false positives versus false negatives could, in principle, enhance decision accuracy in a manner similar to that suggested for groups with more direct goal conflicts [30]. In particular, I ask whether a group in which some decision-makers are trying to avoid false positives more strongly, and others are trying to avoid false negatives more strongly (i.e. ‘a group with conflicting preferences’), is overall more accurate than a group in which most animals are trying to avoid either false positives or false negatives (i.e. a homogeneous group with no conflict), and how such groups compare to groups in which all individuals are trying to maximize accuracy irrespective of the rate of false negatives versus false positives (‘Condorcet jury’) [2,9]. It is assumed that individuals have previous experience with the decision situation, so that they can use their experience to adaptively improve the accuracy of their personal choice. This assumption differs from, and is more realistic than, the commonly used assumption of a one-shot decision set-up whereby individuals have a fixed ad hoc probability to make a correct personal choice [2].

2. Methods: the decision model

2.1. Decision options

I consider collective decisions between two mutually exclusive decision options: option PLUS and option MINUS (e.g. travelling/not travelling to a foraging patch, fleeing/not fleeing from a suspected predator, using/not using a particular migration route [15,20,31,37,40,41]). At any time, one of the options is the ‘correct’ option (e.g. a correctly identified non-productive patch; a correctly detected predator, etc.) and the other option is ‘incorrect’.

2.2. Uncertainty and environmental clues

I assume that there are K different environmental situations and that \( p(k) \) is the probability that in the \( k \)th environmental situation, option PLUS is the correct option and \( 1−p(k) \) is the probability that option MINUS is the correct option (\( 1 \leq k \leq K \)). In an uncertain world, the probability \( p(k) \) is unknown to animals [41]. However, each animal can from its past experience estimate whether option PLUS might be the correct option in the \( k \)th environmental situation or not, as follows.

2.3. Personal choice under uncertainty and decision thresholds

Assume the \( i \)th animal had \( n_{a_k} \) past experiences in the \( k \)th environmental situation, and of those the animal observed \( a_{ik} \) times that option PLUS was the correct option, and \( n_{c_k}=a_{ik} \) times that option MINUS was the correct option. The animal can use this information to make a personal (individual) choice between options PLUS and MINUS. In particular, it can use a strategy \( t_i(n_{a_k}) \), so that in the \( k \)th situation, the animal chooses option PLUS if in its past experiences \( a_{ik} \geq t_i(n_{a_k}) \), or else it chooses option MINUS (note, that \( t_i \) does not depend on \( k \) other than through the size of \( n_{a_k} \), because it is assumed that the \( k \)th situation gives no further decision cues other than \( a_{ik} \) and \( n_{a_k} \). \( t_i(n_{a_k}) \) is termed the animal’s ‘decision threshold’. It follows that the probability \( P_k \) that the \( i \)th animal chooses option PLUS in the \( k \)th situation, is equal to the probability that the animal has observed more than \( t_i(n_{a_k}) \) occasions in the past, on which option PLUS was correct. That is,

\[
P_k(t_i(n_{a_k})) = \sum_{j=t_i(n_{a_k})}^{n_{a_k}} \binom{n_{a_k}}{j} \cdot p(k)^j \cdot (1 - p(k))^{n_{a_k}-j}.
\]  

(2.1)

Note that \( P_k \) decreases monotonically with \( t_i(n_{a_k}) \) and increases with \( p(k) \). To simplify, I assume, without much loss of generality, that \( n_{a_k} = n_i \) (i.e. that animals have equal experience/expertise in each environmental situation). To simplify further, I assume that all animals are about equally experienced, so that \( n_i = n \) for all animals (to avoid ties, I assume that \( n \) is uneven; note, to explore the influence of diversity in experience/expertise between individuals would be beyond the scope of this study). The size of \( n \) defines the ‘level of expertise of animals’. Equation (2.1) can now be simplified and the probability that an animal with strategy \( t_i \) will choose option PLUS in the \( k \)th environmental situation is thus

\[
P_k(t_i(n)) = \sum_{j=t_i(n)}^{n} \binom{n}{j} \cdot p(k)^j \cdot (1 - p(k))^{n-j}.
\]  

(2.2)

2.4. PLUS- and MINUS- and CONDORCET-animals

I consider decisions by animals that have conflicting preferences with respect to avoiding false negatives versus avoiding false positives. In particular, ‘PLUS-animals’ have a stronger preferences to avoid false negatives, and ‘MINUS-animals’ have a stronger preference to avoid false positives. For reasons of comparison, I also consider animals that do not have a particular preference to avoid false positives or false negatives, but maximize decision accuracy, as jurors do in a Condorcet jury (termed ‘CONDORCET-animals’ [2]).

A ‘CONDORCET-animals’ chooses a strategy \( t_i(n) = t_{\text{CONDORCET}} \) that maximizes the probability of a correct personal choice \( P_{\text{correct}}(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \). Assuming that the animal has no further information other than its personal experiences defined by \( n \) and \( a_{ik} \), the strategy \( t = (n + 1)/2 \) is the strategy that maximizes an animal’s expected probability of
a correct personal choice (see [41] for a proof). Therefore, I assume that a CONDORCET-animal has a personal choice strategy \( t_{\text{CONDORCET}} = (n + 1)/2 \).

Furthermore, PLUS-animals try to avoid false negatives more than they try to avoid false positives. Using equation (2.2), the probability of an animal to make a false negative personal choice is \( P(k) \cdot (1 - P_k(t_l(n))) \). This probability decreases monotonically with each \( P_k(t_l(n)) \) and, thus, increases monotonically with \( t_l(n) \) (see equation (2.2)), and \( t_l = 0 \) would minimize false negatives. However, minimizing false negatives usually come at a very high cost in terms of individual accuracy [35] and would nearly always be a detrimental strategy to follow. Therefore, it is not realistic to assume that an animal tries to minimize false negatives (unless it is in an accordingly trivial environmental situation). It is most realistic to assume that PLUS-animals decrease false negatives, without decreasing overall accuracy too drastically, by just slightly staying below the threshold that maximizes accuracy (\( t_{\text{CONDORCET}} \) see above). Therefore, I assume that PLUS-animals decrease their threshold \( t_l(n) \) relative to that of CONDORCET-animals by the smallest possible amount, namely \( t_{\text{PLUS}} = t_{\text{CONDORCET}} - 1 \).

Finally, MINUS-animals try to avoid false positives more than they try to avoid false negatives. Following a similar rationale as that in the last paragraph for PLUS-animals, I thus assume that MINUS-animals keep the probability of false positives low by following a personal choice strategy of increased \( t_l(n) \) relative to that of CONDORCET-animals, namely: \( t_{\text{PLUS}} = t_{\text{CONDORCET}} + 1 \).

\[
P_{\text{Conflict}}(\text{PLUS}, k) = \sum_{i=\text{max}(0,m/2+1-m_{\text{MINUS}})}^{m_{\text{PLUS}}} \sum_{j=\text{max}(0,m/2+1-l)}^{m_{\text{MINUS}}} \left( \frac{m_{\text{PLUS}}}{l} \right) \left( \frac{m_{\text{MINUS}}}{l} \right) \left( \frac{m}{2} \right) \cdot \left( 1 - P_k(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \right) \cdot \left( 1 - P_k(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \right) \cdot \left( 1 - P_k(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \right) \cdot \left( 1 - P_k(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \right) \cdot \left( 1 - P_k(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \right) \cdot \left( 1 - P_k(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \right) \cdot \left( 1 - P_k(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \right) \cdot \left( 1 - P_k(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \right) \cdot \left( 1 - P_k(t_{\text{CONDORCET}}) \right)
\]

whereby \( m_{\text{PLUS}} \) and \( m_{\text{MINUS}} \) are the number of PLUS- and MINUS-animals, respectively, within the group (i.e. the number of decision-makers: \( m_{\text{PLUS}} + m_{\text{MINUS}} = m \); for reasons of symmetry, \( m \) is assumed to be even).

### 2.6. Degree of preference conflict
To quantitatively determine the ‘degree of conflict’ within a group, one simple and appropriate measure is to determine, if you pick two group members at random, how likely it is that you observe a conflict between them: \( \left( \frac{m_{\text{PLUS}}}{l} \right) \left( \frac{m_{\text{MINUS}}}{l} \right) \left( \frac{m}{2} \right) = 1 \). However, the range of this measure changes with group size \( m \). Thus, instead, I use a measure for the degree of conflict that is strictly monotonically correlated with the proportion of randomly drawn pairs of group members that have conflicting preferences (i.e. with \( m_{\text{PLUS}} \cdot m_{\text{MINUS}}/2 \cdot m \cdot (m - 1) \)), is easy to calculate and has the advantage of a fixed range that is independent of the size \( m \) of the group. Such a measure for the degree of conflict, \( \text{conflict} \), in a group is \( \text{conflict} = \min \left( m_{\text{PLUS}} \cdot m_{\text{MINUS}} \right)/(m_{\text{PLUS}} + m_{\text{MINUS}})/2 \). \( \text{Conflict} \) can range from 0 (no conflict; all group members are either PLUS- or MINUS-animals) to 1 (maximal conflict, half of group members are PLUS-animals, the other half are MINUS-animals).

### 2.7. Decision accuracy and the probabilities of false positives and false negatives
I investigate how the distribution of conflicting preferences within a group of PLUS- and MINUS-animals affects decision accuracy. In particular, I examine whether decision accuracy increases with the degree of conflict in the group, as has been suggested for other conflict situations [30]. Furthermore, I compare the decision accuracies between conflict groups and groups of CONDORCET-animals that simply maximize accuracy rather than have preferences with respect to avoiding a particular form of false decisions (Condorcet juries: [2]). Decision accuracy is defined as the probability of a correct decision outcome. The decision accuracy \( P_{\text{Condorcet}(\text{correct})} \) of a group of \( m \) CONDORCET-animals (i.e. a Condorcet jury) equals the probability that the group makes a correct choice. Using equations (2.2) and (2.3), it is

\[
P_{\text{Condorcet}(\text{correct})} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} (2p(k) - 1)P_{\text{Condorcet}(\text{PLUS}, k))} + 1 - B.
\]
The decision accuracy $P_{\text{Conflict(correct)}}$ of a ‘conflict group’ of PLUS- and MINUS-animals is (using equation (2.4)):

$$P_{\text{Conflict(correct)}} = \frac{\prod_{k=1}^{K} [r(k) \cdot (1 - p(k))] / (\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma_x) \cdot \exp\left[-\frac{[\ln(p(k)) / [1 - p(k)]) - \mu_x]^2}{2\sigma_x^2}\right]}{\prod_{k=1}^{K} [r(k) / C_1 \cdot (1 / C_0) \cdot \exp\left[-\frac{[\ln(p(k)) / [1 - p(k)]) - \mu_x]^2}{2\sigma_x^2}\right]}. \quad (2.6)$$

for different mean $\mu_x$ and standard deviation $\sigma_x$ (it is: $B = 1/(1 + \exp(-\mu_x))$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\mu_x$</th>
<th>variance ($\sigma_x$)</th>
<th>PLUS base rate (B)</th>
<th>$r(p(k))$</th>
<th>$r(p(k))$</th>
<th>$r(p(k))$</th>
<th>$r(p(k))$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>low: 0.6</td>
<td>unbiased: 0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Frequencies $r(p(k))$ for unimodally distributed $p(k)$, based on a logit-transformed normal distribution:

The probability of a conflict group to make a false positive decision $P_{\text{Conflict(false positive)}}$ is

$$P_{\text{Conflict(false positive)}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} [r(k) \cdot (1 - p(k)) \cdot P_{\text{ConflictPLUS}}(k)]. \quad (2.7)$$

Similarly, the probability of a Condorcet jury to make a false positive decision $P_{\text{Conflict(false positive)}}$ is

$$P_{\text{Conflict(false positive)}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} [r(k) \cdot (1 - p(k)) \cdot P_{\text{ConflictPLUS}}(k)]. \quad (2.8)$$

The probability of a conflict group to make a false negative decision $P_{\text{Conflict(false negative)}}$ is

$$P_{\text{Conflict(false negative)}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} [r(k) \cdot p(k) \cdot P_{\text{ConflictPLUS}}(k)]. \quad (2.9)$$

Table 2. Frequencies $r(p(k))$ for bimodally distributed $p(k)$ with different PLUS base rates $B$, low or high variance and symmetric or asymmetric distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variance ($\sigma_x$)</th>
<th>PLUS base rate (B)</th>
<th>$r(p(k))$</th>
<th>$r(p(k))$</th>
<th>$r(p(k))$</th>
<th>$r(p(k))$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>low: 0.6</td>
<td>unbiased: 0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high: 1</td>
<td>unbiased: 0.5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low: 0.6</td>
<td>raised: 0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high: 1</td>
<td>raised: 0.6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decision accuracy $P_{\text{Conflict(correct)}}$ of a ‘conflict group’ of PLUS- and MINUS-animals is (using equation (2.4)):

$$P_{\text{Conflict(correct)}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} [r(k) \cdot (2p(k) - 1) \cdot P_{\text{ConflictPLUS}}(k)] + 1 - B. \quad (2.6)$$
Finally, the probability of a conflict group to make a false negative decision $P_{\text{Conflict}}(\text{false negative})$ is

$$P_{\text{Conflict}}(\text{false negative}) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} [r(k) \cdot p(k) \cdot (1 - P_{\text{Conflict}}(\text{PLUS}, k))].$$

(2.10)

2.8. Investigated parameter ranges

To explore the robustness and generality of results, I cover a biologically extensive range of parameter combinations, as follows:

- animal’s ‘expertise’ (i.e. their size of past experience): low ($n = 3$), medium ($n = 7$) and large ($n = 25$);
- proportion $prop$ of PLUS-animals in conflict groups: none ($prop = 0$), low ($prop = 0.25$), medium ($prop = 0.5$), high ($prop = 0.75$) and all ($prop = 1$);
- degree of conflict of decision-makers in conflict groups: low ($\text{conflict} = 0$), medium ($\text{conflict} = 0.5$) and large ($\text{conflict} = 1$);
- group size in collective decisions: small ($m = 4$), medium ($m = 8$) or large ($m = 24$); and
- distribution of the probability $p(k)$ that option PLUS is the correct choice in the $k$th situation.

The probability that option PLUS is the correct choice is likely to depend on the environmental situation. To take as an example predator-avoidance decisions: in some, predator-rich habitats the likelihood that a predator is present (and option PLUS is the correct decision) might be higher than in other, predator-poor habitats. Thus, to make the present model widely relevant, a range of scenarios are considered for the distribution of the probability $p(k)$ that option PLUS is the correct choice in the $k$th environmental situation, as follows:

- Uniform distribution ($p(k) = k/10$; $k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9$). The base rate is $B = 0.5$.

Here, habitats which have low, intermediate or high probability that option PLUS is correct (e.g. that a predator appears) are equally likely to be encountered. This would be the case in scenarios with very patchy and diverse habitats.

- Unimodal distributions with either a unbiased ($B = 0.5$) or a raised PLUS base rate ($B = 0.6$); and either a small ($\sigma = 0.6$) or high variance ($\sigma = 1$; $x = \ln(p(k)/(1 - p(k)))$ (table 1) note that results for a lowered base rate are symmetric and are therefore not considered).

Here, habitats with an intermediate probability that option PLUS is correct are likely to be encountered. This would be the case if habitats were relatively homogeneous with respect to the relevant feature (e.g. the distribution of predators).

- Bimodal distributions that are either symmetric or asymmetric; have either an unbiased or raised base rate and have either a low or high variance $\sigma$ (table 2).

Here, habitats with either a relatively high or a relatively low probability that option PLUS is correct are likely to be encountered. This would be the case if there were largely two main habitat types (e.g. a predator-rich and a predator-poor habitat).
3. Results

3.1. Decision thresholds

The strategy \( t_{\text{CONDORCET}} = (n + 1)/2 \) led to the most accurate personal choice in a majority of investigated parameter combinations (22 of 27; note that a threshold \( t = (n + 1)/2 \) implies a majority of \( n \) past experiences). That is, under most circumstances, an animal has the highest chance to make a correct personal choice, if it uses the following strategy. If in the animal’s past experience, option PLUS was the correct choice in a majority of cases in the given environmental situation, then the animal should choose option PLUS now. If in the animal’s past experience, option PLUS was the correct choice in a minority of cases (i.e. option MINUS was the correct choice in a majority of cases) in the given environmental situation, then the animal should choose option MINUS now.

For three parameter combinations, the personal choice of an animal was most accurate with a slightly lower decision threshold of \( t_{\text{most accurate}} = (n + 1)/2 - 1 \) (i.e. the threshold was one less than the simple majority of past-experienced cases \( n \)). That is, here the animal has the highest chance to make a correct personal choice, if it chooses option PLUS already when option PLUS was the correct choice in one less than the majority, or in the majority, of past-experienced cases in the given environmental situation. It should choose option MINUS only when, in its past experience, option MINUS was the correct choice in at least one more than the majority of cases. Such lowered threshold \( t_{\text{most accurate}} = (n + 1)/2 - 1 \) for option PLUS was found when the probability density distribution that option PLUS is the correct choice across environmental situations \( p(k) \) was a unimodal frequency distribution with a low variance and raised PLUS base rate of \( B = 0.6 \), at all three levels of animal’s expertise (low, medium and high). Here, a lowered threshold for option PLUS is intuitive since option PLUS is a priori more likely to be the correct choice than option MINUS (i.e. the PLUS base rate 0.6 is higher than the MINUS base rate of 0.4). However, a lowered decision threshold for option PLUS did not lead to more accurate decisions in the other investigated distributions of \( p(k) \) in which PLUS base rates were also higher than MINUS base rates (tables 1 and 2).

Finally, for two parameter combinations, the personal choice of an animal was most accurate for a slightly higher decision threshold of \( t_{\text{most accurate}} = (n + 1)/2 + 1 \) (i.e. the

---

Figure 2. Expected rates of false positives (light grey) and false negatives (black) for groups that consist of Condorcet juries or of various combinations of PLUS- and MINUS-animals (i.e. ratios of 0 : 1, 1 : 3, 1 : 1, 3 : 1 and 1 : 0 PLUS : MINUS-animals, respectively). The probability \( p(k) \) (that option PLUS is the correct choice in the \( k \)th environmental situation) follows a uniform distribution. Note, the degree of conflict is maximal if the proportion of PLUS- and MINUS-animals is equal (i.e. at 1 PLUS : 1 MINUS-animal on the x-axes). The rates are given for different levels of individual expertise (a–c: low expertise, \( n = 3 \); d–f: medium expertise, \( n = 7 \); to save space, results for high expertise \( n = 25 \) are not shown but are qualitatively similar); and for different numbers of decision-makers (a/d: \( m = 4 \); b/e: \( m = 8 \); c/f: \( m = 24 \)).
threshold was one more than the simple majority of past-experienced cases $n$). That is, here the animal has the highest chance to make a correct personal choice, if it chooses option PLUS only when option PLUS was the correct choice in at least one more than the majority of past-experienced cases in the given environmental situation. It should choose option MINUS already when, in its past experience, option MINUS was the correct choice in one less than the majority, or in the majority, of cases. Such raised threshold of $t_{\text{most accurate}} = \left(\frac{n + 1}{2}\right) + 1$ for option PLUS was the case when the probability density distribution that option PLUS is the correct option across environmental situations ($p(k)$) was a bimodal and asymmetric frequency distribution and expertise was high ($n = 25$), at both variance levels (low and high; table 2). This is surprising, since here the base rate for option PLUS was higher than that for option MINUS, and option PLUS had therefore a higher a priori probability to be the correct choice than did option MINUS (PLUS base rate: $B = 0.55$; MINUS base rate: $1 - B = 0.45$; table 2). Nevertheless, the most accurate decision threshold was higher than the expected simple majority threshold $t = \left(\frac{n + 1}{2}\right)$. Thus, here an animal should still favour option MINUS, even when in its past experience option PLUS was the correct choice in one more case than was option MINUS, and despite the fact that the a priori probability that option PLUS is correct is higher than the a priori probability that option MINUS is correct (the reasons for this are discussed in detail in the Discussion section).

Parameter combinations with an a priori higher accuracy rate of option MINUS were not investigated, since results would simply be symmetric.

### 3.2. Decision accuracy

In groups with preference conflict, collective decision accuracy nearly always peaked at maximum conflict (i.e. when the likelihood that a difference in preferences is found between randomly drawn pairs of group members is maximal; figure 1, solid lines). The exception was when the probability $p(k)$ that option PLUS is the correct choice in the $k$th environmental situation follows a symmetric unimodal distribution with low variance ($\sigma \approx 0.6$; to save space, results for high variance $\sigma \approx 1$ are not shown but are qualitatively similar). Note, same as figure 2 legend.

![Figure 3. Expected rates of false positives (light grey) and false negatives (black) for groups that consist of Condorcet juries or of various combinations of PLUS- and MINUS-animals (i.e. ratios of 0 : 1, 1 : 3, 1 : 1, 3 : 1 and 1 : 0 PLUS : MINUS-animals, respectively). The probability $p(k)$ (that option PLUS is the correct choice in the $k$th environmental situation) follows a symmetric unimodal distribution with low variance ($\sigma \approx 0.6$). To save space, results for high variance $\sigma \approx 1$ are not shown but are qualitatively similar). Note, same as figure 2 legend.](http://rsfs.royalsocietypublishing.org/Downloaded from http://rsfs.royalsocietypublishing.org/ on May 1, 2017)
Figure 4. Expected rates of false positives (light grey) and false negatives (black) for groups that consist of Condorcet juries or of various combinations of PLUS- and MINUS-animals (i.e. ratios of 0 : 1, 1 : 3, 3 : 1, 1 : 1, 3 : 1 and 1 : 0 PLUS : MINUS-animals, respectively). The probability $p(k)$ (that option PLUS is the correct choice in the $k$th environmental situation) follows an asymmetric unimodal distribution with low variance ($\sigma_x = 0.6$) and a base rate of $B = 0.595$ (to save space, results for high variance $\sigma_x = 1$ are not shown but are qualitatively similar). Note, same as figure 2 legend.

A rather surprising result was observed when the probability $p(k)$ that option PLUS is the correct option was distributed bimodally across environmental situations $k$ with a PLUS base rate above 0.5 and a small number of decision-makers (figure 1e,f, black lines). Here, groups with conflicting preferences achieved even higher overall decision accuracy than Condorcet juries if the decision-makers were biased in favour of PLUS-animals (proportion of PLUS-animals $\geq 0.75$; $\text{conflict} = 0.5$), albeit the difference was very small. This advantage of groups with conflicting preferences in comparison to Condorcet juries vanished completely as the number of decision-makers increased (figure 1e,f, grey lines).

Not surprisingly, the rate of false positives increased with proportion of PLUS-animals among decision-makers and the rate of false negatives increased with the proportion of MINUS-animals (figures 2–6). Groups with the maximum degree of preference conflict had by-enlarge similar rates of false positives and false negatives to those of Condorcet juries (figures 2–6, rates of false positives: white part of bars; rates of false negatives: black parts of bars). However, already through a relatively slight skew towards more PLUS- than MINUS-animals among decision-makers, the rate of expected false negatives versus false positives usually
decreased considerably, often with only a relatively slight loss of overall decision accuracy (figures 2–6: decision accuracy $\equiv 1 – \text{rate of false negatives} – \text{rate of false positives}$). This was particularly so, when the animals’ expertise $n$ was low (figures 2–6a–c). An exception was when the probability $p(k)$ (that option PLUS is the correct choice in the $k$th environmental situation) follows a symmetric bimodal distribution with high variance ($\alpha_r = 1$; to save space, results for low variance $\alpha_r = 0.6$ are not shown but are qualitatively similar). Note, same as figures 2 legend.

4. Discussion

As expected, under most circumstances, the personal choice of an animal was most accurate, if the animal chose option PLUS when, in its past experience, option PLUS had been the correct choice in a majority of cases in the given environmental situation, and vice versa for option MINUS [41]. When option PLUS was $a \text{ priori}$ more likely to be correct (averaged across all environmental situations), then a slightly lower decision threshold (i.e. a more lenient threshold in favour of option PLUS) could lead to more accurate choices than a threshold which required that option PLUS had been correct in a majority of experienced cases in the past. However, this was not invariably the case.

In particular, when in most environmental situations the probability that option PLUS is the correct choice is either high or low (i.e. a bimodal distribution of $p(k)$), then the most accurate decision threshold can be higher (and more stringent) than a majority of experienced cases. Perversely, in such a scenario, the most accurate decision threshold for choosing option PLUS can increase as the PLUS base rate ($a \text{ priori}$ probability that option PLUS is the correct option) increases. The underlying reason is, that in such a case, a raised decision threshold discriminates better between environmental situations with a high and with a low probability that option PLUS is the correct choice. This is best illustrated by an example.

Consider the extreme case that in half of environmental situations, it is $p(k_{\text{high}}) = 1$ and in the other half of environmental situations, it is $p(k_{\text{low}}) = 0.4$. Here, the PLUS base rate is high with $B = 0.7$ and the $a \text{ priori}$ probability that option PLUS is the correct option is more than 2.3 times as high as the $a \text{ priori}$ probability that option MINUS is the correct choice. However, the best decision threshold here is, to choose option PLUS if, and only if, in the past experience option PLUS was the correct choice in every single case. Only then can the animal be in an environmental situation
in which it is $p(k_{\text{high}}) = 1$. In any other environmental situation, it should favour option MINUS. I conclude that knowing the base rate of the success of an option, without knowing the underlying distribution of $p(k)$, can be very misleading, and that animals should ignore base rates when setting decision thresholds, unless detailed further information is available (that is, they should instead use a simple majority threshold in each environmental situation, 

$\text{[41]}$). Base rate neglect is a known and widely discussed phenomenon in humans $\text{[42]}$. In wild animals, sufficiently detailed data are urgently required to test whether animals ignore base rates in an adaptive manner.

Individuals within a group might differ with respect to their preferences for avoiding false negatives versus avoiding false positives $\text{[1,8]}$. An important example are decisions about predator avoidance $\text{[2,12,13,23,35]}$. When a group of foraging animals decides whether to flee from an expected predator attack, a false negative could cost the life of one or more group members. However, a false positive (i.e. a false alarm) can also have considerable costs: all group members forgo foraging opportunities and waste energy on an unnecessary flight $\text{[40]}$. Here, for a small, vulnerable animal the costs of a false negative are likely to be particularly high; for a hungry or non-satiated animal, the costs of a false positive are relatively high $\text{[23,43]}$. This can lead to inter-individual differences in preferences. In foraging decisions, non-satiated and satiated individuals are likely to differ with respect to their preferences for false negatives and false positives when deciding whether to stay in a partially depleted foraging patch or to move on and search for a potentially better patch $\text{[15,17,19,20]}$. A further example are mating and breeding decisions, in which the relative costs of false positives and false negatives (e.g. with respect to correct species recognition) can differ for animals of opposite sex.

In this study, for groups with preference conflict, decision accuracy nearly always peaked at maximum conflict. This is in good agreement with previous suggestions that another form of conflict, namely a conflict with respect to principal goals, might enhance decision accuracy $\text{[30,34]}$. However, groups with no preferences (Condorcet juries) were nearly always more accurate than groups in which group members did have preferences with respect to avoiding false positives versus avoiding false negatives. Thus, groups with preferences cannot achieve decision accuracy as high as that of groups without such preferences. Moreover, for the most accurate groups with preference conflict, the ratio of false positives versus false negatives was very similar to that ratio in decisions by Condorcet groups. Thus, the loss of accuracy in groups with preferences does not even result in a shift between the danger of false negatives versus false positives.

Nevertheless, such a shift was possible at the expense of a slightly further loss in decision accuracy: usually, a relatively slight skew towards more PLUS- than MINUS-animals among decision-makers decreased the rate of expected false
negatives versus false positives considerable, while resulting in a relatively slight loss of overall decision accuracy.

I conclude that in ecological situations in which decision accuracy is extremely crucial for fitness and survival, animals cannot ‘afford’ preferences with respect to avoiding false positives versus avoiding false negatives. However, when decision accuracy is slightly less crucial, then animals might have such preferences. In such a case, it is in the interest of all stakeholders, that the decision-makers are composed of both, animals with a preference of avoiding false negatives over avoiding false positives and animals with a preference of avoiding false positives over avoiding false negatives. Only if animals with different preferences are relatively balanced among decision-makers can a reasonable overall decision accuracy be achieved.

However, there remains the conflict itself. While overall a relatively balanced group of decision-makers is desirable for every stakeholder, ‘PLUS-animals’ will prefer a slight bias towards ‘PLUS-animals’ among the decision-makers, and ‘MINUS-animals’ a slight bias towards ‘MINUS-animals’, since this strongly shifts the ratio of false negatives versus false positives. How this conflict resolves will depend on the specific situation, and in particular on the different payoffs that are connected with avoiding false positives and avoiding false negatives for all the individual stakeholders [13,16,18–20,28,37]. In any case, the group is likely to avoid that type of error more strongly that the majority of group members prefer to avoid.

Unfortunately, empirical data in the biological literature on collective decision-making are still scarce and not very detailed [30]. One purpose of this model is to encourage (i) the collection of relevant quantitative data by field ecologist (i.e. the relative costs of false negatives/positives for different group members; the personal choice thresholds for different individuals; the collective decision outcomes in relation to group composition) and (ii) the design of adequate experiments to test predictions about collective decision-making.
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